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Uncertainty analysis



IDENTIFY

Sources of uncertainty in 
INPUTS & METHODOLOGIES

My favourite short list (van der Bles et al. 2019):

1. Variability within a sampled population or repeated measures leading to, for 
example, statistical margins-of-error

2. Computational or systematic inadequacies of measurement
3. Limited knowledge and ignorance about underlying processes
4. Expert disagreement



EVALUATE

A group judgementA rule

CONCLUSION REACHED BY:

An individual judgement

A group judgement that 
confirms the rule

Data, Evidence and Modelling considered 
together with Sources of Uncertainty



SUMMARISE

● Facts - categorical variables that are (at least 
theoretically) directly verifiable

● Numbers - continuous variables that describe the 
world. They may, at least in principle, be directly 
observable, or they may be theoretical constructs 
which are used as parameters within a model of the 
world. 

● Scientific hypotheses - theories about how the 
world works, expressed as structural models of the 
relationship between variables. Scientific models 
and hypotheses are, like parameters, not directly 
observable ‘things’, but working assumptions. 

Van der Bles et al. 2019

A possible mechanism for the 
effect

The form of a dose–response 
relationship

The dose at which there is a 
health effect

Is an agent 
carcinogenic or not

WHAT to be uncertain about:



Practices to communicate uncertainty occur at two levels:

● Direct uncertainty about the fact, number or scientific hypothesis. This can 
be communicated either in absolute quantitative terms, say a probability 
distribution or confidence interval, or expressed relative to alternatives, such 
as likelihood ratios, or given an approximate quantitative form, verbal 
summary and so on.

● Indirect uncertainty in terms of the quality of the underlying knowledge
that forms a basis for any claims about the fact, number or hypothesis. This 
will generally be communicated as a list of caveats about the underlying 
sources of evidence, possibly amalgamated into a qualitative or ordered 
categorical scale.

Van der Bles et al 2019

QuaNtitative

QuaLitative

QuaLitative



virtually certain

medium confidence

Example of  levels of uncertainty communication:

Direct uncertainty
Indirect uncertainty



Example of levels of uncertainty communication:

Direct uncertainty

Indirect uncertainty



Example of levels of uncertainty communication:

Indirect uncertainty
Direct uncertainty



Direct uncertainty

Indirect uncertainty

Example of levels of uncertainty communication:



Integration

● Summarise side by side

● Let indirect uncertainty guide how to communicate direct 
uncertainty

● Integrate indirect uncertainty into the direct uncertainty, 
communicate direct uncertainty

Indirect uncertainty Direct uncertainty

Indirect uncertainty Direct uncertainty

e.g. Cochrane, IPPC

e.g. IPPC

e.g. IARC, OHAT

QuaLlitative QuaNtitative
QuaLitative



Options to consider RoB in individual streams

1. Remove studies with a high risk of bias and conduct the analysis with the best 
available evidence (i.e., high quality studies)

2. Evaluate using sensitivity analysis the influence of including studies of lower 
quality in the meta-analysis

3. Include all (or a selection of) studies, but adjust for bias

Quantitative bias modelling (bias-adjusted 
meta-analysis)

Indirect uncertainty

Turner et al. 2009, Lash et al. 2014

Bias modelling supports synthesis of 
different type of streams



Not biased 
adjusted effect 
estimate

Biased adjusted 
effect estimate

Internal Validity 
(“Risk of Bias”) 

Quantitative 
evidence synthesis

“Quality weight”



● The Swedish Hip Registry provides non-randomized data 
submitted from all hospitals in Sweden from 1979, with 
record linkage to further procedures and death. Nine-year 
follow-up results are used for around 30 000 Charnley and 
Stanmore prostheses.

● A U.K. Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) randomized 
around 400 patients to Charnley or Stanmore and 
reported a mean follow-up of 6.5 years.

● A Case Series of around 1200 patients in a single hospital 
with a mean follow-up of 8 years.

Spiegelhalter and Best, 2003 using information from a NICE review

Example: Evidence synthesis for comparison of revision rates

hip replacement
Charnley and Stanmore



Spiegelhalter and Best, 2003

Example: Evidence synthesis for comparison of revision rates



Example: Quantitative evidence synthesis

In favour of Stanmore In favour of Charnley



Example: Quantitative evidence synthesis

In favour of Stanmore In favour of Charnley



Example: Quantitative evidence synthesis
Find bounds on uncertainty in 
quantities of interest by 
optimisation under constraints 
defined by the polyhedron 

Make judgements or 
assumptions about magnitude 
of heterogeneity, e.g. as a 
prior distribution on  and   and
values and relations between 
the bias factors

Formulate a hierarchical model 
combining all streams



Example: Quantitative evidence synthesis

In favour of Stanmore In favour of Charnley



Example: Quantitative evidence synthesis

[0.1,0.6,0.05] [1,1,1] [0.1,0.9,0.05]

Lower probability bound Upper probability bound

In favour of Stanmore In favour of Charnley



Example 2. Bias adjustment over different domains



Example 2. Bias adjustment over different domains



Example 2. Bias adjustment over different domains

Raizes-Cruz et al., 2020



Example 2. Bias adjustment over different domains

Raizes-Cruz et al., 2020

Polyhedrons



Summary

● Bias modelling make it possible to integrate indirect uncertainty 
into direct uncertainty, quantitatively

● It requires a statistical model for evidence synthesis
● It requires judgements on variances and bias factors
● I have presented a way to use information about risk of bias in 

bias adjusted quantitative evidence synthesis
● Comments and suggestions are welcome!

Thank you!
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